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Question  Response 

We are wondering whether the 
committee would look favorably upon 
two groups putting in a joint 

application or whether it would be 
preferable to put in two separate 

applications since the topics are 
related but different. 

The deadline for Expression of Intent was 

4 p.m. MST on Dec. 15, 2022. 
 

If both organizations submitted an 
expression of intent prior to the deadline, 
then each organization should submit a 

separate application for the different 
topics. 

 
If any of the parties did not submit an 
expression of intent prior to the deadline, 

then the organization would not be 
eligible to submit a grant application. 

I am seeking some clarity about 

whether a joint application between 
two organizations working together on 

shared outcomes would be 
preferable to each organization 
submitting a separate project. We 

noted that the guidelines encourage 
partnerships but wanted to be sure 

that it was appropriate to unite our 
projects within a single grant 
application. 

The Expression of Intent deadline was 4 

p.m. MST on Dec. 15, 2022. 
 
If both organizations submitted an 

expression of intent prior to the deadline, 
then a joint application for the same 

project can be submitted. 

You’ve mentioned not to contact 

anyone at CPSA about this grant, but 
because CPSA would be one of the 
organizations that would be the most 

effective in 
distributing/integrating/adopting in our 

primary target Albertan segment. How 
do we go about this in the application? 
Is this even allowed? 

The degree of collaboration could outline 
collaborating relationships that are 

already established, or they will be 
established through the completion of the 

project. 
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We have planned a collaborative study 

with clinics in Alberta and another 
province; if we are successful, all funds 

from CPSA would remain in AB (we can 
make this clear in the budget). Our 
partners in another province are 

participating because of the scientific 
value of the study and any costs they 

have will be met through their 
resources. Would any of this be an 

issue for qualifying the grant? Should 
we solely focus on the part of the 
study that will occur in AB or may we 

describe the study in its entirety? 

All projects should be described in their 
entirety. 

Is it possible to list a number of 
projects under one application?  Or 

should the projects be submitted under 
different applications? 

The Expression of Intent deadline was 4 
p.m. MST on Dec. 15, 2022. You must 

submit a separate expression of intent 
for each project before the deadline.  

 


